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APPENDIX C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this appendix, data for the individual breakthrough experiments are 
shown in separate figures. These experiments are the salt tracer breakthroughs, 
the simple particle breakthroughs, and the coupled breakthroughs. For the simple 
breakthroughs, each figure is composed of three parts. Part (a) shows the 
measured experimental data for the entire experiment. Part (b) shows the 
linearized breakthrough with a least-squares fit. Part (c) shows the dimensionless 
breakthrough with a best-fit line. The development behind each of these parts of 
the figures was discussed in Chapter 5.
For the coupled breakthroughs, each experimental figure is composed of 
four parts. Part (a) shows the immediate breakthrough of both the particle and 
salt with both concentrations scaled similarly and the salt data inverted as 
necessary to match the particle breakthrough. Part (b) shows the dimensionless 
salt breakthrough with a best-fit line. Part (c) shows the measured experimental 
data for the entire experiment. Part (d) shows the particle breakthrough data 
versus the numerical model. As in the case of the simple breakthroughs, the 
development behind each of these parts of the figures was discussed in Chapter 5.
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C.1 Salt Experiments
272
Fig. C.1: Exp. 1-3 forward breakthrough, conductivity probe 3, Pe = 174: (a) 
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c) 
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.2: Exp. 2-3 forward breakthrough, conductivity probe 3, Pe = 163: (a) 
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c) 
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.3: Exp 3-3 reverse breakthrough, conductivity probe 3, Pe = 170: (a) complete 
experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c) breakthrough only 
with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.4: Exp. 4-1 reverse breakthrough, conductivity probe 1, Pe = 178: (a) complete
experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c) breakthrough only 
with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.5: Exp. 4-3 reverse breakthrough, conductivity probe 3, Pe = 167: (a) complete 
experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c) breakthrough only 
with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.6: Exp. 5-1 forward breakthrough, conductivity probe 1, Pe = 75.5: (a) 
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c) 
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.7: Exp. 5-2 forward breakthrough, conductivity probe 2, Pe = 76.3: (a) 
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c) 
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.8: Exp. 5-3 forward breakthrough, conductivity probe 3, Pe = 74.6: (a) 
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c) 
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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C.2 1.0 micron Particle Experiments
281
Fig. C.9: Exp. PB2PlSlb forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.10: (a) 
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c) 
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.10: Exp. RPB2PlSlb reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.08: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.11: Exp. PB3P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.58: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.12: Exp. RPB3P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.87: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.13: Exp. RPB4P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.50: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.14: Exp. RPB5P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.98: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.15: Exp. PB6P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.68: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.16: Exp. RPB6P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.69: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.17: Exp. PB7P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.51: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.18: Exp. RPB7P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.52: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.19: Exp. PB8P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.31: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.20: Exp. RPB8P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.34: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.21: Exp. PB9P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.81: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.22: Exp. RPB9P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.83: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.23: Exp. RPB9P1Slb reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.83: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.24: Exp. PB10P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.61: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.25: Exp. PB10P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.61: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.26: Exp. RPB10P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.61: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.27: Exp. RPB1OP1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.62: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.28: Exp. PB11P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.44: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.29: Exp. RPB11P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.40: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.30: Exp. RPB11P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.36: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.31: Exp. PB14P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.32: Exp. PB14P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.71: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.33: Exp. RPB14P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.34: Exp. PB15P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.35: Exp. PB15P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.71: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.36: Exp. RPB15P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.37: Exp. RPB15P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.71: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.38: Exp. PB16P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.69: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.39: Exp. PB16P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.40: Exp. RPB16P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.41: Exp. RPB16P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.42: Exp. PB17P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.69: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.43: Exp. PB17P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.44: Exp. RPB17P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.45: Exp. RPB17P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.46: Exp. PB18P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.68: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.47: Exp. PB18P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.69: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.48: Exp. RPB18P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.68: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.49: Exp. RPB18P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.69: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.50: Exp. PB19P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.69: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.51: Exp. PB19P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.52: Exp. RPB19PlS1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.71: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.53: Exp. RPB19P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.72: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.54: Exp. PB20PlS1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.68: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.55: Exp. PB20P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.69: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.56: Exp. RPB20P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.69: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.57: Exp. RPB20P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.58: Exp. PB21P1Sla forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.68: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.59: Exp. PB21P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.69: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.60: Exp. RPB21P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.68: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
Fig. C.61: Exp. RPB21P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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334
Fig. C.62: Exp. PB22P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 106.24: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.63: Exp. PB22P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 106.25: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.64: Exp. RPB22P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 106.24: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.65: Exp. RPB22P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 106.26: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.66: Exp. PB23P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 106.24: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.67: Exp. PB23P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 106.26: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.68: Exp. RPB23P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 106.25: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.69: Exp. RPB23P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 106.26: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.70: Exp. PB24P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.93: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.71: Exp. PB24P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.94: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.72: Exp. RPB24P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 106.01: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.73: Exp. PB25P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.36: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.74: Exp. PB25P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.35: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.75: Exp. RPB25PlSla reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.35: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.77: Exp. PB26P1S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.07: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.78: Exp. PB26P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.07: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.79: Exp. RPB26P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.06: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.80: Exp. RPB26P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.07: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.81: Exp. PB27P1Sla forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.76: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.82: Exp. PB27P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.76: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.83: Exp. RPB27P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.76: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.84: Exp. RPB27P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.76: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.85: Exp. PB28PlS1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.13: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.86: Exp. PB28P1S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.08: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.87: Exp. RPB28P1S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.05: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.88: Exp. RPB28P1S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.06: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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C.3 2.8 micron Particle Experiments
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Fig. C.89: Exp. PB1P3S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 106.18: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.90: Exp. PB1P3S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 106.18: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.91: Exp. RPB1P3S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 106.18: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.92: Exp. RPB1P3S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 106.18: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.93: Exp. PB2P3S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.68: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.94: Exp. PB2P3S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.68: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.95: Exp. RPB2P3S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.71: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.96: Exp. RPB2P3S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.71: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.97: Exp. PB3P3S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.42: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.98: Exp. PB3P3S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.42: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.99: Exp. RPB3P3S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 105.44: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.100: Exp. RPB3P3S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 105.42: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.101: Exp. PB4P3S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 106.76: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.102: Exp. PB4P3S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 106.77: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.103: Exp. RPB4P3S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 106.75: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.104: Exp. RPB4P3S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 106.76: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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C.4 0.1 micron Particle Experiments
378
Fig. C.105: Exp. PB1P4S1a forward breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.20: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.106: Exp. PB1P4S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.20: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.107: Exp. RPB1P4Sla reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.22: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.108: Exp. RPB1P4S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.21: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.109: Exp. PB2P4S1b forward breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.110: Exp. RPB2P4S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.72: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.111: Exp. RPB2P4S1b reverse breakthrough, sample port 5, Pep = 104.72: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.112: Exp. RPB3P4S1a reverse breakthrough, sample port 3, Pep = 104.70: (a)
complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.113: Exp. RPB3P4S1b reverse breakthrough curve, sample port 5, Pep = 104.70:
(a) complete experimental data; (b) linearization with least-squares fit; and (c)
breakthrough only with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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C.5 Coupled Breakthrough Experiments
388
Fig. C.114: Exp. CPB1P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.45, Pe = 142, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.114(cont.): Exp. CPB1P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.45, Pe = 142, 1.0
micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data with
best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.115: Exp. RCPBlP1Slb coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.47, Pe = 141, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.115(cont.): Exp. RCPB1P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.47, Pe = 141,
1.0 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.116: Exp. CPB2PlS1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.48, Pe = 140, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.116 (cont.): Exp. CPB2P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.48, Pe = 140, 1.0
micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data with
best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.117: Exp. CPB3P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.70, Pe = 235, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.117 (cont.): Exp. CPB3P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.70, Pe = 235, 1.0
micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data with
best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.118: Exp. RCPB3P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.70, Pe = 239, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.118 (cont): Exp. RCPB3P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.70, Pe = 239,
1.0 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.119: Exp. CPB4P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.71, Pe = 238, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.119(cont.): Exp. CPB4P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.71, Pe = 238, 1.0
micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data with
best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.120: Exp. RCPB4P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.70, Pe = 237, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.120(cont.): Exp. RCPB4P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.70, Pe = 237,
1.0 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.121: Exp. CPB5P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.20, Pe = 74.8, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.121(cont.): Exp. CPB5P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.20, Pe = 74.8,
1.0 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.122: Exp. CPB7P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.23, Pe = 81.6, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.122(cont.): Exp. CPB7P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.23, Pe = 81.6,
1.0 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.123: Exp. RCPB7P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.24, Pe = 82.3, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.123(cont.): Exp. RCPB7P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.24, Pe = 82.3,
1.0 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.124: Exp. CPB8P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.23, Pe = 80.4, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.124 (cont): Exp. CPB8PlS1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.23, Pe = 80.4,
1.0 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.125: Exp. RCPB8P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.23, Pe = 80.6, 1.0
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.125(cont.): Exp. RCPB8P1S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.23, Pe = 80.6,
1.0 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.126: Exp. CPB1P3S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 106.14, Pe = 232, 2.8
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.126 (cont.): Exp. CPB1P3S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 106.14, Pe = 232, 2.8
micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data with
best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.127: Exp. RCPB1P3S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 106.13, Pe = 230, 2.8
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.127 (cont.): Exp. RCPB1P3S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 106.13, Pe = 230,
2.8 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.128: Exp. CPB2P3S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.72, Pe = 87.0, 2.8
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.128 (cont.): Exp. CPB2P3S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.72, Pe = 87.0,
2.8 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.129: Exp. RCPB2P3S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.71, Pe = 85.5, 2.8
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
419
Fig. C.129 (cont.): Exp. RCPB2P3S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.71, Pe = 85.5,
2.8 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.130: Exp. CPB3P3S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.72, Pe = 85.9, 2.8
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.130 (cont.): Exp. CPB3P3S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 105.72, Pe = 85.9,
2.8 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.
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Fig. C.131: Exp. RCPB1P4S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 104.23, Pe = 80.9, 0.1
micron particles: (a) particles and salt relative breakthroughs and (b) salt
experimental data with best-fit, Eq. (3.24).
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Fig. C.131 (cont.): Exp. RCPB1P4S1b coupled breakthrough, Pep = 104.23, Pe = 80.9,
0.1 micron particles: (c) particle breakthrough and (d) particle experimental data
with best-fit, numerical model.

